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CONSTRUCTION NOTES ON ELECTRO-FLUIDIC WING LEVERS



F,



By Doug Garner (EAA 15611)



TABLE 1



MS 494 NASA LANGLEY Hampton, VA 23665



THERMISTORS



LUIDICS IS AN engineering discipline which was organized in the early sixties by personnel at the Army's old Diamond Ordinance Fuse Laboratory to encompass a class of devices which employ the flow of fluids in aerodynamically shaped passages and chambers to accomplish such functions as amplification, signal processing, logic, sensing and actuation. Ideally, no moving parts are involved. References 1 and 2 are among the few good text books on this subject. NASA's Langley Research Center has, for a number of years, maintained a small research group devoted to the development of selected fluidic components and systems which appear to offer advantages over traditional electronic and electromechanical devices in aerospace instrumentation and control applications. The Electro-Fluidic wing-leveler technology described in this article is a spin-off from this research program (Ref. 3,4). Judging from all the mail and phone calls I have been getting, the notion of homebuilt autopilots is of interest to a lot more people than I would ever have imagined. I have been putting off the job of writing up an article on the subject for SPORT AVIATION for a long time, because I didn't feel that I had yet done my homework well enough to tell anyone, in any detail, how to build an autopilot. This is still the case, but having conducted a couple of EAA forums on the subject and given out many copies of sketchy and inadequate notes which always seem to contain at least one major circuit error, I decided I might as well dish out what organized information I have, and leave the rest to the EAAer's generally fertile imagination. There is a great deal more to this story, but this should be enough to get you started. The fine art of matching an autopilot to the dynamics of an airplane is pretty heavy stuff. If you have a solid background in math and a masochistic personality, you might want to take a crack at it; and Reference 5 is a good place to start. Fortunately, the control systems we will be concerned with are fairly easy to get along with, and things will generally work out pretty well with a few simple adjustments. At any rate, you can't get into but so much trouble if you follow these words of wisdom: DON'T ATTACH ANYTHING TO YOUR AIRCRAFT'S CONTROL SYSTEM WHICH CANNOT BE EASILY OVERPOWERED IF SOMETHING GOES WRONG. It could change your whole life style. WING LEVELERS
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O.I40 SPACING INSIDE DIMENSION BASIC DIMENSIONS FIGURE I



The type of wing leveler we will be talking about here senses rate of yaw of the aircraft and reduces this rate to zero by manipulating the ailerons and/or rudder of the aircraft. For adequate system damping, some roll rate information is also required, so the rate sensor is tilted so as to be sensitive to both yaw rate and roll rate. Commercial wing levelers use rate gyros as sensors; often the same gyro used in the Rate-of-Turn Indicator. By substituting a Fluidic Rate Sensor for the gyro, we can reduce weight, extend the service life indefinitely and simplify construction enormously. For a more extensive treatment of wing-leveler technology, see Reference 4 and 6. THE FLUIDIC RATE SENSOR



The heart of this wing leveler is the Laminar Jet Rate Sensor. There have been various versions of this instrument around for a long time, but this particular design is a real sweetheart. It was developed by Alvin Moore of the Hercules Company (Ref. 7), and a couple of commercial versions are on the market, but these



do not take full advantage of the simplicity and low cost potential of concept. To understand how the Laminar Jet Rate Sensor works, imagine yourself standing out in the yard hold-



The Wing Leveler is a kind of poor man's autopilot. It keeps the wings level and the aircraft headed in whatever general direction it was going when the controls



ing the nozzle of a garden hose so that the stream of



were released. With the addition of some sort of directional reference, it will hold a fixed course indefinitely.



an arc in a horizontal plane. The stream of water will



It is a convenience on cross country flights and can be a life-saver in sticky weather conditions. (See Dr. Hall's comments on the utility of this type of control system in an acrobatic biplane in SPORT AVIATION, February 1978, pg. 56.)



the nozzle by an amount proportional to your rate of rotation. This phenomena is called the Coriolis Effect
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water flows directly out in front of you. Now turn on



your heel so that the centerline of the nozzle sweeps out also sweep around, but will lag behind the center line of



after a wily old French scientist, Gaspard Gustave de Coriolis, but that is another story.



rotation of the instrument. This differential voltage signal is in the order of 0.016 volts per degree per second at the bridges for the instruments we have built, and can be amplified to any level desired to operate the controlsurface servo. Because of their delicacy, the thermistors are the



any shifts during service. Some means of shifting and thermistor pair with respect to the air jet must also be provided for initial zeroing adjustments. You can use two pieces of tubing as the nozzle and chamber and fabricate the thermistor mount from printed-circuit board as in Figure 2a, or make the body of the instrument from one-half-inch plastic or bakelite sheet, and solder the thermistors to brass pins or screws in a bakelite cover plate as in Figure 2b. If you are not a talented watchmaker, you can buy your thermistors already mounted. These mounts are pretty large and must be inserted from opposite sides to get the thermistors close enough together, as in Figure 2c. Oversized screw holes in the PC board of Figure 2a and the cover plates of Figures 2b and 2c allow for zero adjustment. Table I shows the various types of thermistors that are suitable for these sensors. There are two sizes, 0.014 inches and 0.042 inches in diameter. The larger ones have slower time response, but are adequate for the job at hand and are much easier to handle. The choice of lead configuration depends on what type of mount you use. All are glass coated beads with a nominal resistance of two thousand ohms at 77° F. The prices quoted are '77 retail. Air flow for the sensor can be supplied by the aircraft's vacuum system if it has one. A model airplane engine needle valve makes a good regulator. Otherwise, you will need some sort of air pump. We use the smallest electric motor we can find — replacement motors for R/C model servos are suitable — and make up a very crude and simple centrifugal blower. A single straight vane is attached to the motor shaft. The length is a bit



fairly critical, and they must be suspended by their own



inch. The blower housing is a block of plastic or other



If we do this same trick with a jet of air and add a pair of pickoffs to measure the deflection of the jet with respect to the center line of the nozzle, we have a rate sensor. We have to operate the air jet in the Laminar flow region to get it to hang together in a coherent column until it reaches the pickoffs. Unlike the water jet, the air jet has virtually the same density as the surrounding air, so it is not deflected by gravity or



acceleration — only by angular rate. Figure 1 shows the general layout and dimensions of the rate sensor. Most of the dimensions can be varied over rather a wide range without much effect, but this is the way we build ours. The nozzle may be a drilled hole or a piece of tubing, but the bore must be straight and smooth, and it must be free from burrs at both ends.



The drift chamber section may be round or square, but should have no leaks, as the slightest extraneous draft means trouble.



The pickoffs are a pair of very small thermistors which are maintained at a temperature of about 145 degrees F. by two independent electronic bridge circuits. As the air jet is deflected, it blows more on one thermistor than the other, and its bridge amplifier must supply more electrical power than the other to maintain its temperature. The difference in the voltages being supplied to the two thermistor bridges, then, is reasonably proportional to the jet deflection and hence to the rate of



really tricky part of the construction. Their spacing is leads, but must be mounted rigidly enough to avoid



less than the motor diameter and the width about 1/4 material, with a blind hole the diameter of the motor,
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and 1/8 inch inlet and exhaust ports drilled on the center line and at the side of the larger hole. The motor is



pressed or cemented into the large hole as in Figure 3.



The motor is operated at a relatively low speed to provide the minuscule air flow required. Moore told me he used a downwind-facing pitot tube to power a sensor in his glider, but I have not tried this. Figure 4 is the basic circuit for the thermistor bridges. Each bridge consists of three resistors, RI, 2; R3, 4; R5, 6 and thermistors, Tl, 2. The values of the resistors are so chosen that the bridge is in balance only when the thermistor is at a temperature of about 145 degrees F. The output of each bridge is fed into the differential inputs of an operational amplifier (a very high gain, direct-current amplifier), which then increases the voltage on the bridge until the thermistor is heated up to a temperature at which its resistance will just balance the bridge. The more air blowing on the thermistor, the more voltage it takes to heat it to the balance temperature, so the voltage difference between the two bridges, measured at A-A, is the rate signal we are looking for. Sometimes an op amp will be slightly biased in the wrong direction and the bridge-balancing operation will never get started. Resistors R23 and R24 were added to be sure the circuit will go into action when power is first applied. With the large thermistors, the output voltage will thrash about rather violently for about six seconds until the thermistors get up to operating temperature. The small thermistors get going almost instantly.
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ABOUT SERVOS



The flight tests at NASA Langley have been performed in three different aircraft: a Cessna 172, a Piper PA28 and a Cessna 310; all using commercial (Brittain), vacuum-operated servos to position the existing control surfaces. This is an ideal way to go, as it gives the system
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plenty of muscle to cope with turbulence and to snap



you out of that graveyard spiral you may find yourself in some day; and it does it without all the frantic machinery involved in an electrical servo. On the other hand, many homebuilders do not have a vacuum source, and the problems of redesigning the servo valve, servos and related circuitry for home shop fabrication have not yet received much attention. Since most homebuilders I have talked to have expressed interest in using model airplane R/C servos to operate trim tabs on existing control surfaces or small auxiliary control surfaces, I shall confine this article to electric servo technology. This is certainly the easy way to go, and will probably work out all right with a bit of flight experience, but I would not expect much service life from those little servos. Don Hewes has the only operating electric servo version I know of at this time, installed on his BD4. He uses a small auxiliary aileron on one wing tip. It lacks the moxie of the vacuum systems, but does a good job of keeping things on an even keel once it is trimmed up properly. He has also added a tie-in to his Directional



Gyro for long-term course holding.



SERVO CIRCUITRY



Figure 5 shows the complete circuit developed for an electric-servo wing leveler, using a model airplane servo. Op amps are the greatest buy on the market these days.



The LM 324 gives you four on a chip for a buck and a half or so. The first two are used in the rate sensor bridge, same as in Figure 4, and the third takes the differential output of the two bridge amplifiers and raises



it to a level compatible with the servo pulse converter.



A bridge null adjustment, R 17, and a system gain adjustment, R 10, are included in this stage.
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F A S I C BRIDGE CIRCUIT FIGURE 4



I just hated to waste that fourth op amp, so I used it to sum the rate signal with the manual trim signal from R 20. This pot is mounted on the control panel and is used to trim up the system in flight. This arrangement also allowed me to include a little trick Don Hewes contributed. The switch, SW, lets you switch off the wing leveler function and still use R 20 to position the servo as a manual trim device. It also gives you a way to keep the servo out of action while the rate sensor output signal goes through its wild gyrations on startup. R 11 and



C 9 form a lag circuit which improves the stability of the aircraft/wing-leveler combination considerably when aileron control is used, (Ref. 4), and allows the wing leveler to be operated at a higher gain setting. The best



value for C 9 will depend on the dynamics of the particular airplane involved. From one to four microfarads would be the general range to try. Mylar capacitors would be the best choice for this location, if you can find 'em, but tantalums seem to work all right. The more dignified mode of operation of the servo, especially in rough air, resulting from the use of this lag



circuit should increase its service life several fold.



If you want to experiment with rudder control, lag is not an asset. Omit C 9 and replace R 11 with 10 K resistor.



Many op amps will not supply the current needed for the bridge, so use the type indicated, unless you really know what you are doing. R/C servos are kind of weird, and I had some trouble learning their language. The signal they answer to is a



five volt pulse repeated about fifty times a second. The



length of the pulse (from one to two milliseconds) determines the position of the servo shaft. I still have



a little trouble believing this, but I cobbled up a translator out of a LM556 dual timer chip (you could use



two LM555's) to turn voltage level into servo talk. One timer generates pulses at 50 hertz which trigger the



second timer. This one is rigged so the time it stays



on is a function of the signal voltage from the rate sensor,



and this seems to do the trick.



You want these servos to stop at each end of their travel before they encounter their mechanical stops or they will beat their little selves to bits in short order.



The signal from the rate sensor and the trim pot is effectively limited at about 0.6 and 6.3 volts by the characteristics of the last op amp in the chain, so the



trick is to adjust the pulse converter thing so the total throw of the servo falls a bit short of the mechanical stops at each end of this voltage range. R22 adjusts the magnitude of the servo travel (sort of) and R26 shifts the



zero position (sort of). The two adjustments interact a



bit, and the whole process is kind of nerve-wracking, but patience and fortitude will triumph in the end, and you only have to do it once. You might have to change the values of R23 and R27 a bit to get things in range for your particular servo; these servos are ill-tempered and perverse by nature. Using the electric servo to operate a trim tab on the main ailerons would give the system a lot more authority, but could lead to some lively oscillations, especially if there were any appreciable friction in the aileron control system. I am anxious to hear from anyone who tries this,



but keep your hand on the "off switch until you see how it is going to act — in fact, that's good advice for first-flighting any new control system.



The reason there are two voltage regulators is that you need all the voltage you can get on the bridge to keep



those big thermistors hot, and eight volts is about as high as you can go and still have the regulator hang in there



when the battery voltage drops to ten, as it will under load with the engine throttled back. The servo is rated at five volts, so that's what the second regulator is for.



The servo (I used a Heathkit High Torque model) draws some pretty high peak currents and seems to disturb the LM 340-T5 regulator, leading to a nervous jitter situation. The addition of the current limiting resistor R28 fixed it, but a voltage regulator with a higher current rating might be a better solution.



ADJUSTING THE RATE SENSOR A couple of things must be considered in getting the



rate sensor and its bridge circuits properly adjusted. The



air flow to the nozzle must be adjusted to a suitable



value, and the rate sensor must be nulled mechanically if its zero stability is to be reasonably independent of small changes in jet velocity. Start by lining up the gap between the thermistors with the center line of the nozzle to eyeball accuracy. Hook up a voltmeter with a range of 8 to 10 volts to point B, Figure 5, and ground. After you have checked the wiring for the forty-seventh time, apply power to the circuit. After the thermistors warm up, if all is well, you should be able to bring the voltmeter to a reading of



about 3.5 volts with the trim pot, R 17. The rate sensor must be positioned with the nozzle horizontal and the thermistors in a horizontal plane for this operation. Now, starting from zero, increase the air flow very slowly while rotating the rate sensor back and forth about a vertical axis. At some flow rate the voltmeter should start to swing back and forth with the rate sensor motion. This will be the minimum air flow rate. Increase the air flow a bit more, and adjust the position of the thermistors with respect to the air jet so as to get the same voltmeter reading as you had with no air flow. This completes the mechanical null adjustment. Now, slowly



increase air flow until the voltmeter reading starts to become a little nervous. This is the point at which the jet starts to become turbulent and is the maximum end of the flow adjustment. Now, set the flow back safely between these two limits. Flow is adjusted with the needle valve if you are powering the sensor from the airplane's vacuum system, or by adjusting the speed of the electric motor and/or partially blocking the pump outlet with scotch tape if you use the centrifugal pump. The proper air flow rate is extremely low — much too low to be felt with your finger or to be measured with a pressure gage.



INSTALLATION AND ADJUSTMENT IN THE AIRPLANE



When the rate sensor is installed in the airplane,



the jet nozzle is at the forward end (blowing toward the



rear), and the forward end is tilted up about thirty



degrees for starters. This angle determines the damping of the low frequency mode of oscillation of the airplane/ autopilot combination, and you will want to try different settings after you get everything else working. The system gain, R 10, should be increased until



the airplane starts a fairly rapid dutch-roll sort of oscillation (the high-frequency mode), and then backed off until the oscillation just stops. I would start with a value of 1 mfd. for C 9. If you really want to fine-tune the system to your airplane,



try a few other values. Pick the one that allows the highest setting of system gain. Too high a value will lead to oscillation in the low frequency mode.



It's a good idea to mount both the rate sensor and the electronics card in a grounded metal box. Electrical noise has not been a problem with the NASA installations, but Don tells me his system goes ape when the radio transmitter goes on. High vibration levels and acoustic noise can disturb the laminar jet, but we have had no problems with this in flight. Before your first flight test, be sure the ailerons are going to move in the right direction to stop the turn, not encourage it!



INDICATOR



Figure 5 shows a connection for an optional indicator. This will give you a readout like the conventional gyroscopic turn coordinator. If you are not fussy about looks,



you can use an ordinary milliammeter here. We found a really rugged milliammeter movement designed for snowmobile tachometers (Beede Electrical Instrument Co., Inc., Penacook, New Hampshire), and made up a little plastic airplane like those on a conventional turn coordinator, to go on the needle shaft (SPORT AVIATION, May 1977, p. 44). Of course, you can leave off all the servo electronics if you just want a turn coordinator. SPORT AVIATION 35



WING LEVELER CIRCUIT



2000 ohm thermistors FENWAL GB32L1



FOR ELECTRIC SERVO DRIVING AN AILERON TRIM TAB OR SMALL AUXILIARY AILERON



ohm K = 1000 ohm



m = megohm



To indicator



PULSE CONVERTER



if used



= 50 hertz



= 0.6 to 6.3



pulse width 1 to 2 ms



volts



To Servo



HEATHKIT heavy duty R/C model servo used in



prototype



I 1 to 4 mfd. Select for best in-flight stability R 10 trim pot - wing leveler gain R 15, R 16 One of these may be needed to bring R 17 into effective range - choose value to give approx. 3.4 volts at pin 8 of LM 324 with R 17 centered and rate sensor operating, but with no rate input. Typical value 150 K R 17 trim pot - wing-leveler trim. Set for no change in servo position when SW is changed "7"



R 22 trim pot - pulse converter range. R 26 trim pot - pulse converter zero. Adjust R 22



& R 26 for near maximum travel of servo with R 20 without striking mechanical stops. R 28 2 to 5 ohm, 2 watt - may be needed to prevent servo jitter. R 29 to suit indicator. 36 JUNE 1978



from M to W.



R 20 panel-mounted pot. Manual trim with SW in M position; wing leveler trim with SW in W position.



HEADING REFERENCES



Once you get a wing leveler in an airplane, the next



thing you want is a heading reference, so it will hold



a fixed course for long periods. To fulfill this requirement in two of the NASA installations, we used a special magnetometer with a unique northerly-turning-error correction system especially invented for the occasion (Ref. 8). It worked much better than the usual directional gyro reference, since you didn't have to keep resetting it for drift. This magnetometer was fabricated from an odd piece of mu-metal rescued from the scrap metal bin, and it is not really suitable for duplication by the homebuilder (or anybody else, for that matter). I have been working on a bit more legitimate device based on a commercial transformer core, but that's for the future. Meanwhile, Don Hewes has developed a photocell pickoff for his directional gyro that should fill the bill for people with directional gyros. You will have to see him about that. PARTS SOURCES



If you are not normally in the electric tinkering



business, parts availability could be a problem. There are several good mail order sources advertised in the various hobby electronic magazines. James Electronics, 1021-A Howard Avenue, San Carlos, CA 94070 can supply most of the electronic components, with the exception of the thermistors. Ask them for a catalog. Several outfits sell suitable thermistors, but the only ones I have used come from Fenwal Electronics, Framingham, MA 01701. Fenwal has a m i n i m u m order of $50, so unless you plan to build a lot of wing levelers, call or write their customer service department for the name of their nearest retail outlet. Several people have told me they plan to produce printed circuit boards and parts kits for these things,



so, eventually, parts supply may not be a problem. There is a great deal more to this area of technology than could possibly be covered in an article of this nature, and several related items are currently in the research stage. If NASA continues to sponsor work in the field of Fluidic and Electro-Fluidic avionics, I shall try to keep you up-to-date on the items of interest to the pilot and homebuilder. Meanwhile, I should like to hear from anyone who has built up one of these systems — especially one that works. REFERENCES
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Another Skybolt in the blue — this one by Robert Falcone (EAA 40586), 76 Ward Park Rd., Grand Island, NY 14072. Powered by a 260 hp Lycoming GO-435-C2. Robert says the Cessna spring gear really improves the airplane. N73F Is red with orange and yellow trim.
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Construction Notes on Electro-Fluidic Wing Levers - Size 

Electro-Fluidic wing-leveler technology described in this ... It could change your whole life style. ... often the same gyro used in the Rate-of-Turn Indicator.
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More on Simplified Wing Stress 

The integrals are quickly obtained by plotting the variables versus y (for instance Cllln C2 versus y) and cal- culating the area under the curve, accounting for the.
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Facts On Wing-Tip Ailerons 
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Lift on a Wing - EPDF.TIPS 

An airplane moves in three dimensions called roll, pitch, and yaw, illustrated in ... The vertical part of the lift must always be equal to the weight of the airplane if ...
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Fillets on Low-Wing Aircraft 
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Notes on Euclidean Geometry Kiran Kedlaya based on notes for 
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Notes on Log-Linearization 
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An Outside Opinion on Delta Wing Pushers 
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Notes on Sample Selection Models 

2 Bias Analysis. Suppose that we estimate the regression given in equation (1) by ordinary least squares, using only the observed data. We regress y1i on Xi; ...
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Notes on Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 
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Notes on Propeller Pitch Angles 
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Wing Design 
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Wing Design 
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Little Wing 
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Wing Design 
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TECHNICAL NOTES ON THE EEC-IV MCU 
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On a non-volitional transitive construction 
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Notes on Solving the Linearized Model 

informations: the technology shock, Ì‚at, and the monetary shock, Ì‚mt. This piece of information is then sufficient for the agent to take all other decisions.
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